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Toward a linguistic database of Frisian 

Hans Stellingsma 

It was only at the beginning o f last year that the database o f Frisian was started 
by the linguistics department o f our Academy. Right from the outset its aims 
were formulated as: estabhshing, maintaining and improving a central computer 
archive and research tool for doing Frisian linguistics. 

This meant that a database system needed to be set up that met at least the 
following requirements: 

— It should be a representative inventory o f Frisian in all its aspects and develop
mental stages, 

— A flexible and optimally accessible system enabling linguists to investigate the 
inventory in a variety o f ways should be set up, 

— A minimum set o f basic facilities should be offered relating to: storage o f and 
enhancing primary texts, parsing, lexicometric research and lexicography. 

With these starting-points it will first be related what we understand by Frisian 
as a language, its position in Germanic and its periodization and dialectal spread. 
It will then be explained how the linguistic database (LDB) will be set up by 
discussing trajects and ways o f input, selection criteria, representativity and a 
provisional infra-structure o f the evisaged system. Finally, a brief outline of the 
lexicographical projects that we plan to undertake m the near future will be 
presented. 

1. The Frisian language 

Frisian is a West Germanic language that — in its oldest stage — belonged, to
gether with Old English and Old Saxon, to the North Sea Germanic group. 1 It is 
important to stress the use o f the correct current terminology, as earlier termino
logy is still misleadingly used. North Sea Germanic as a term is far preferable to 
earlier ones like Ingvaeonic or Anglo-Frisian. Ingvaeonic — as a term meant to 
designate a group o f dialects — is misleading, because it is ultimately derived from 
Tacitus' tripartite division of the West Germanic tribes into Herminiones, Istvae-
ones and Ingvaeones. Mixing up tribal with linguistic distinctions has been the 

1 The best general introduction to Frisian is still Sjölin (1969), but cf. also Markey (1981) 
and Ramat (1976). For the position of Frisian in the Germanic group of languages and 
features of North Sea Germanic, cf. Kuhn (1955), Laur (1984), Miedema (1971), Nielsen 
(1981,1985). On the oldest stages of Frisian see: Gysseling (1962), Krupatkin 1970. 
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cause for many a scholarly mistake in the past, therefore the term Ingvaeonic is 
now best avoided. Anglo-Frisian is a term dating from Neo-grammarian investiga
tions into the relationship between English and Frisian. It was postulated that 
Anglo-Frisian was a common ancestor for the two said dialects, but subsequent 
scholarship has rejected this collective common ancestor. The two dialects, Anglo 
Saxon and Frisian in its oldest stages certainly are most closely related, but they 
exhibit enough fundamentally divergent linguistic features to obviate a thesis o f 
common primordial ancestry. The term Anglo-Frisian is nowadays reserved for 
runic inscriptions. 

Traditionally, three stages of the Frisian language are recognized: Old Frisian, 
Middle Frisian and Modern Frisian. 2 These three developmental stages do, how
ever, not coincide with the periodization o f the other Germanic dialects and in 
this respect the terms Old and Middle need specifying. 

Old Frisian is the language found in a number o f manuscripts, charters and 
one incunabulum that date from the 11th to 16th centuries. The Old Frisian 
sources derive from an area ranging from the Weser in the East to the Usselmeer 
in the West. Though the oldest MSS are relatively young compared to other Old 
Germanic sources, they often contain texts that are very much older. Linguisti
cally, these early texts reflect features that justify calling this stage Old Frisian 
and make it comparable with neighbouring Germanic dialects. 3 

Middle Frisian is the term used for the language o f the poet Gysbert Japicx, 
who lived from 1603 to 1 6 6 6 , and that o f the literature o f the 17th and 18th 
centuries. Though there are no specific linguistic reasons for considering the 
period 1550—1800 a separate stage in the process o f linguistic evolution, it has 
been designated as such, and we will continue to do so here for the sake o f con
venience. 

Post-1800, Modem Frisian is commonly split up in three dialects, viz. West 
Frisian, North Frisian and East Frisian. 

West Frisian was recognized as the second official language in the Netherlands 
some 3 0 years ago and that forms the main object of investigation for the lin
guistics department o f the Frisian Academy. This institute occupies itself with 
the scientific research o f Friesland in aspects relating to its inhabitants, their lan
guage or their history. 

2 . Restrictions on materials to be selected 

It will be readily understood that even for a relatively small language like Frisian, 
the linguistic universe is huge. It is in fact much too extensive to be taken up in 

For the periodization of Frisian, cf. Sjölin (1984). 
I will return to Old Frisian toward the end of my paper, cf. the relevant headings in the 
bibliography provided by Breuker (1985). 
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the L D B in toto. We will have to make a selection that will eventually reflect the 
Frisian language in a representative way. This poses problems. Representativity is 
a notion one can measure only i f one knows what the universe is one wants to 
represent. Nature and size o f the linguistic universe o f any one language are in
credibly hard to define. Frisian, being a threatened minority language, is even 
more difficult to delimit. It is undergoing all sorts o f influences from Dutch and 
slowly but surely, it is being infringed upon by the much more powerful neigh
bouring language. Any language as a closed system is frayed at its linguistic edges, 
Frisian is frayed both outside and inside. Within the geographical area in which 
Frisian is being spoken, linguists have tried to establish a limited set o f definable 
dialects, even — or as one might say, especially — these are being influenced 
more and more and at an ever increasing speed from outside. Still, it is possible 
to reach a consensus on what can be considered as standard Frisian. This model, 
artificial as it may be , is found in the majority o f newspaper items, literature and 
a great number o f publications dealing with a wide variety o f everyday topics. 
To capture most o f the dimensions along which we define linguistic variety, we 
have formulated two selection criteria which will allow us to define the character 
o f the corpus materials that are to be taken up in the LDB. Before we turn to 
these two criteria, three practical limitations are discussed below. 

2.1. Spoken versus written materials. First, we have agreed that in the dichotomy 
between spoken and written forms of language, we will restrict ourselves to writ
ten language. For all ways of input for spoken language one is faced with inherent 
extra steps. This poses a few more or less serious problems. The first thing one 
needs to bear in mind is that speech is fundamentally interactive. It differs from 
written forms of language in this respect, because in the latter the interactive as
pect is embedded in a construct which is controlled by one and the same person. 
One does, however, realize that i f any claim for linguistic representativity is to 
be made, it involves a considerable portion o f spoken discourse to be taken up 
into an L D B . It is on pragmatic gounds therefore, and not as a matter o f principle 
that we will henceforth concentrate on printed forms o f linguistic material. 

2.2. Diachronic restrictions. Second, we shall restrict ourselves to modern con
temporary Frisian, i.e. dating from 1950 and later. Starting from the principle 
that one of the first concrete products of our LDB will be a concise monolingual 
dictionary o f contemporary Frisian, and knowing that the terminus ad quern for 
the largest dictionary o f Frisian yet, the WURDBOEK FAN DE F R Y S K E TAAL, 
is 1950 , it has been decided to take this very year as the terminus a quo for the 
collection o f our L D B . As soon as it is thought feasible to do so, we will work 
back in time per decade in order to eventually cover the whole period o f modern, 
i.e. post-1800 Frisian. While in this process, we are able to study the coverage of 
existing dictionaries in retrospect. A balanced selection of sources that are to 
constitute the sample corpora for a decade, will thus enable us to compare the 
lexicon arising from an 'LDB-decade' with existing dictionary coverage. 
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2.3. Diatopic restrictions. The third restriction is a dialect-geographical one. Here 
we have opted for taking up only standard West Frisian. This means that only 
Frisian considered to fit in the model mentioned earlier will be selected. In due 
time we will need to study how and in what proportion we want to incorporate 
individual dialects of Frisian. In the present constellation this is o f low priority, 
as we cannot spare the proper personnel to undertake such specific dialectal 
studies. In the next few years, however, we intend to start a pilot-study to this 
end which will at least enable us to define what and how much material can be 
considered as being non-standard. 

3. Selection criteria 

All these restrictions are o f a pragmatic and at the same time provisional nature. 
As soon as it becomes evident that they should be modified, they will be. With 
such restrictions in mind, we now turn to the selection criteria we want to apply 
to the materials. 

3.1. Content matter. The first selection criterion deals with content matter. We 
start from well-known and widely used library classification systems such as 
UDC and SISO. We first divide the Frisian materials according to headings used 
in these systems. Within a particular heading we want to respect a proportional 
representation of subheadings just as with the overall representation. One has to 
realize, however, that there is an — as yet — unknown relationship between a 
classification as to subject matter and the exact nature of the vocabulary found 
in sources belonging to a specific heading. Intuitively, one aims for the widest 
possible spread over all imaginable sub vocabularies, as this will yield the highest 
coverage o f the absolute vocabulary of the language. How high the chance is o f 
finding particular terms, constructs, phrases or idioms, when only rating a classi
fication according to subject, remains undetermined until specific attention has 
been paid to this aspect. 

3.2. Intralinguistic aspects. The second selection criterion regards intralinguistic 
aspects. These are of a stylistic and sociolinguistic kind. Stylistically one can 
characterise a text along the informal—formal axis, for instance. This can be 
done in varying degrees o f precision depending on the number of levels one wants 
to discriminate between. For our purposes we will first use a binary division be
tween more formal and more informal. In order to typify a text sociolinguistical-
ly, we look at matters like age, sex, education and social position o f the authors 
o f the texts. A major question here is the one o f differentiation, especially when 
one only takes written material into consideration. Where does one find enough 
and — more important — enough differentiated material on which linguistic re
search of different kinds can be based? 
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4. Trajects o f input 

The various methods o f input that we use give rise to three separate trajects o f 
input, which together form our master corpus (MC). 

4.1. Sample traject. The first traject is the one formed from a string o f sampled 
quanta o f language. With this traject we aim to regulate the overall representati-
vity o f the database as a whole by selecting samples on the basis o f findings from 
specially designed representativity studies which will take place at regular inter
vals. Within the limits just mentioned, the two selection criteria will be applied 
to every sample anew. The criteria will be altered to constitute a parameter net
work, a selection grid. It is possible to devise a grid whose meshes are extremely 
fine so that the danger o f missing sub-vocabularies (or even words!) is minimized. 
We will opt for a common-sense approach in this respect, until there are counter-
indications that force us to use a tighter grid. In order to maintain a workable 
grid and yet satisfy particular lexicographical needs, the method o f excerption is 
still available. 

4.2. Monitor traject. The second traject is contracted externally and concerns 
machine-readable output from daily newspapers, magazines, book publishers and 
the like. In this way we intend to build up the bulk o f our archive. Here selec
tion plays only a minor role, for one must be grateful for every piece o f machine-
readable material one can get. In the long run a crude selection for input is pos
sible in order to establish a certain mutual ratio of materials within this traject, 
but only i f research were to necessitate such measures. This is quite apart from 
determining a ratio between traject 1 and 2 , which might need to be computed 
in case the bulk increases much faster than one can properly adjust by means o f 
sampling techniques or in case one particular kind o f linguistic material tends to 
become over-represented. 

4.3. Lexicographical traject. Finally, a third traject is formed by, and at the same 
time will form, the lexicographical databank. For input we have designated at 
least our two existing major dictionaries and an as yet undetermined collection 
of wordlists, glossaries and minor lexicographical works. Part o f this traject will 
be carefully constituted to form our basic-lexicon ( B L ) and this B L serves as a 
first filter through which all input is directed (cf. 6. below). 

5. A pilot corpus of modern Frisian 

After a set o f restrictions and selection criteria has been thus determined, one 
can start to select a first sample corpus. For our purposes we chose some 2 0 no
vels, which amongst them contain approximately one million word tokens. The 
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sampling principle was dictated by the time restriction, viz. the period 1 9 5 0 -
1970; we furthermore selected one work per annum and aimed at a certain spread 
within the category 'literary prose' (e.g. not more than one book per author, not 
too long or short a novel, both complete novels and short story collections to be 
represented over the period). For the time being, all our texts will be taken up 
into the LDB integrally, later we may want to decide to change sampling tech
niques in such a way that only (random?) parts o f a complete text will be pro
cessed for input. 

As this is our first sample we determined its size to be at least one million 
word tokens. This quantity enables us to cover a few basic aspects such as the 
graphic system (letter frequencies, word-length, punctuation and spelling varia
tion) and the phonological system (again with relatively few discrete units and 
fairly simple rules o f combination). Furthermore, we needed a manageable quan
tity o f material by means o f which we could get some experience in the comput
ing aspects o f linguistic data. 

6. The LDB and lexicography 

In its fifty years of history the Frisian Academy has produced a number o f dic
tionaries o f modem Frisian. Two o f these need to be briefly discussed here, as 
they will be used as a basis to start our lexicographical LDB projects from. 

6.1. WURDBOEK FAN DE FR YSKE TAAL. This dictionary is called the WURD-
BOEK FAN DE F R Y S K E TAAL and abbreviated WFT. Its first volume finally 
appeared in 1984 (A-BEHEKST), more than 4 5 years after work on the diction
ary had started in 1938. The second volume (BEHELFE - BLOMSKIE) appeared 
last year, while following volumes will appear at the rate o f one volume per an
num. Some twenty volumes have been scheduled, and upon completion round 
the year 2 0 0 0 , the dictionary will include more than 125 ,000 entries. The WFT 
is arranged alphabetically and provides information ranging from standard spelling 
and pronunciation to idiomatic expressions and proverbs. Furthermore, domains 
o f usage are indicated and concise etymological information is given. Definitions 
and explanatory material in the WFT are given in the Dutch language (cf. Appen
dix A) . 

This academic dictionary distinguishes itself in comparison with previously 
published Frisian dictionaries by its scope and degree of detail. It aims at provid
ing enough quotations to illustrate all possible uses o f its entries from 1800 up 
to the present time, thus trying to give far-reaching insights into the develop
ment o f Frisian from a colloquial vernacular to a literary and more standardized 
language. The completion o f the WFT presents a first essential link in the overall 
scheme o f coming to a definitive description o f Frisian by means o f a series o f 
period dictionaries. 
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6.2. CONCISE FRISIAN DICTIONARY. A derived, concise bilingual dictionary 
Frisian into Dutch was compiled from the WFT materials and was published in 
1984. The concise dictionary (CFD) was the last in a series o f dictionaries and 
can be regarded as an indirect successor to the 1956 and 1944 editions. The 
1984 CFD, however, has been considerable enlarged and improved (cf. Sipma 
1944 , Buwalda, et al. 1956 and Zantema 1984 [= CFD]) . 

Not only had earlier dictionaries become outdated on account o f their modest 
scope, but also owing to the 1980 change of spelling. Both the CFD and the 
WFT use the modern standardized spelling, which differs greatly from the pre
vious spelling; the current spelling, approved by the 'Provinciale Staten' (the lo
cal government) dates from 1 9 8 0 . 

For its 55 ,000 entries the CFD gives short definitions and illustrates usage 
with a few examples. It does not give information on etymology, nor does it 
provide quotations (cf. Appendix B ) . Both the complete CFD and the now exist
ing two volumes o f the WFT have been processed by a computer typesetting 
system and are therefore readily available for LDB purposes. 

6.3. Applications of the dictionaries for the LDB. For the time being, we only 
use the CFD lemmas plus some additional morphological information such as 
pluralisation, derivatives and compounds. 

The first application of the CFD is one o f spellchecker. Every primary text 
token is processed through the basic lexicon before it is definitely entered into 
the LDB in its final form, i.e. in an encoded form complete with the place where 
the token occurs in the text and its linguistic specifications. At the moment, the 
basic lexicon equals the complete list o f CFD lemmata, but this will need to be 
altered into a more efficient shape. 

7. Key word grid 

Starting from our lexicon we intend to set up a kind o f grid, called Key Word 
Grid (KWG), for every lexicographically discrete item. This may be a lemma in 
the traditional sense, but may also be, more loosely, any word or group of 
words we may want to treat in one o f our planned lexicographical works. The 
grid is subdivided into information units. The units contain data relating in their 
own unique way to the entry. Examples o f such units together forming the Key 
Word Grid (KWG) are: orthographical variants; (standard/non-standard) pronun
ciation; hyphenation, syllabification; part o f speech and other grammaticalia, 
such as patterns in which the entry functions; statistical information; subject 
classification; monolingual definition(s); collocational patterns; usage notes; 
equivalents in foreign languages, e.g. Dutch and English. The complete grid should 
ideally contain virtually every piece of linguistic information on the keyword, up 
to and including references to articles treating (parts of) the keyword's grid. Per 
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dictionary project one would need a specific set of units, totalling up the infor
mation one would want to supply in the envisaged dictionary. All the necessary 
information is made available to the lexicographer up to such a sophisticated de
gree that he can look up sense-related or historically-related keyword grids. 

All keyword grids together form the lexicographical database. The lexidata in 
the LDB relate in a number o f ways to other sets o f information in the LDB sys
tem as a whole. Every KWG will have a unit that contains so-called addresses, for 
instance. These addresses are references to the stored primary texts and previous 
lexicographical works where the headword occurs. Another standard unit from 
the lexidata KWG would be the statistical information. The statistical packet one 
could offer is extensive, it ranges from crude frequency measures to more so
phisticated dispersion and usage indices. 4 It will depend on the type o f diction
ary one is compiling how much o f a KWG unit's information one is going to in
clude in the dictionary. As we intend to produce at least two other period dic
tionaries, i.e. one for Old Frisian and one for Middle Frisian, as well as an etymo
logical one and a conceptual one, we aim to make our grid as extensive as still 
workable. As time goes by, experience will show what overall set o f units proves 
to be optimal toolbox for lexicographical purposes. 

This way o f processing primary texts should lead to a new list o f lemmas with 
addresses from texts to base their definitions on for the production o f the first 
monolingual dictionary o f present-day Frisian. 

8. "Frisian-Frisian Wordbook" 

This dictionary, now called FFW, short for "Frisian-Frisian wordbook", will 
form one o f the first concrete products from our LDB. Apart from standard 
information on its every headword, we aim to provide data as to an entry's: geo
graphical spread; usage coefficient (frequency, dispersion); synonyms, antonyms, 
related terms; all collocational patterns 5 which are now available to us for the 
first time, once we have enlarged our master corpus to a representative extent 
for the period from 1950 onwards. In quantitative terms, we hope to collect 5 to 
10 million word tokens per annum, o f which 2 0 % will be acquired through sam
pling via corpora o f circa one million tokens each. All these figures are necessarily 
tentative as yet, since we are still in the preliminary stages o f this project. One 
aspect that will most certainly slant the master corpus is that monitor data were 
collected from 1985 onwards, while sampling will include the 35 previous years 
as well. 

4 Cf. the indices suggested by Lyne (1985), Caroll (1970), Rosengren (1971). 
' According to slightly adjusted principles laid down in Mel'cuk (1981), i.e. a fixed set of 

lexical functions are defined in order to express the relations between two or more 'equal' 
components that occur in lexical collocations. 
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8.1. "Frisian-English Wordbook" and other bilingual dictionaries. In addition to 
this monolingual one we hope to be able to produce a Frisian-English dictionary 
in a few years' time. This bilingual dictionary will be the first in a new series that 
will include French, German and Dutch for its target languages. 

8.2. Glossary to Old Frisian Charters. Apart from modern Frisian our LDB will 
take up earlier stages o f the Frisian language. We shall begin with processing Old 
rather than Middle Frisian, as nearly all Old Frisian texts have been well edited, 
whereas this is not case for Middle Frisian. We shall, however, as with modern 
Frisian, restrict ourselves initially to part o f the Old Frisian corpus. Scholars 
have established a tripartite division of the extant corpus o f Old Frisian materials, 
namely Classical, Post-Classical and charterian Old Frisian. 

This classification has replaced the traditional East versus West division o f Old 
Frisian, which suggested geographical rather than chronological differences be
tween the texts constituting the Old Frisian corpus. The East-West division was 
based on the alleged provenance o f the Old Frisian manuscripts and codices. For 
all but one or two we cannot, however, determine where the textual sources de
rive from and a diatopical division is therefore untenable. 

Classical Old Frisian ranges from the oldest sources to 1 4 7 5 , Post Classical 
from 1475 till the end of the period. Charterian Old Frisian is found in some 
1300 Old Frisian charters that have come down to us. Charters here is meant to 
include a fairly wide variety o f historical legal documents such as deeds, wills, 
diplomatic letters and cadastral rolls. 

Though approximately one thousand charters have now been diplomatically 
edited, nothing much has been achieved in describing the vocabulary in any com
prehensive way. The linguistic features o f charterian Old Frisian certainly warrant 
special description as it is distinguished by its humped syntax, rather arbitrary 
orthography and its peculiar technical, i.e. legal terminology. 

Though at Groningen University most Old Frisian materials have over the 
years been excerpted for lexicographical purposes, work has not yet been started 
on a concrete dictionary. At the Frisian Academy we intend to first produce a 
complete glossary to the edited charters. Such a glossary will be a welcome addi
tion to existing text glossaries but will at the same time be a first step towards 
the production o f a standard dictionary o f Old Frisian. The latter would compre
hensively cover all the Old Frisian materials. 

In conclusion it can be said that editorial assistants and editors working on the 
present dictionary projects, who have now used their terminals compiling a dic
tionary from stacks o f quotation slips scattered all over their desks, will in the 
near future enter the new era o f Frisian lexicography as soon as this part o f our 
LDB is operational. The LDB as a whole is scheduled to function as a central 
archive for Frisian which linguists may purposefully use for their research, be it 
syntactic, lexicographic or otherwise. 
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Appendix A: page 217 o f WFT 

| , 1869]. Btrgebikkel. Fr.W. [1900); '-bbmeost, 
t. il, 1900— Inwendige delen van cen gcslacht var-
ken. veelsl zonder ingewanden, reuzd cnz. — bar-
ert-niaaa. II Fr.W. (1900). Ba(e)rgcbinnensl. 
c P O S T M A . Hi XIV. I, »11901]. - (NiJbargegittd) 
kin ek bafgcbinnenst by wêzc: beruUcb ашЬ. H. 
T S I E P K E M A . Я»яа>. 20 (1932L 

ttargebilen, s. it. 1816—». Lit. D A T A M M I N O A , 
Slud/rit. 177-181 (1969L — kattebiten. 

Katjesspel, rpet dal op nuit of bandlasidijk-
beden uiuoopt. D Barge-bitcn. HAU., Lex. IS2 
|a. I869L - Het wut cos bargebijttes Pijtter / lit' 
nouw nel gieui! P . O . DEKETM, pijutr. ttrofenr. 18 
(1816). Il schil jitie bacrgebyten wirde. 
J .C .P . S A L V E A D A . Ht 13 (a. 1836). Dal aa bere bor-
Ijen ii finlinrtl lige bargebiten wurden. 
%. P O S T H U M U S , шытіпг IX [18Ï7|. As de bem al 
•o ûüiiien roei is-oar oaa 4 malfarjen hinnf, wo) 
•l op 4 lest wol fit bargebiten wirde.Fr.W. [1900). 
Bon, bald op, aenst wurdl it bargebilcnl 
D A T A M M I N O A . Studjnj. 177(1969]. 

- Prav. 1 Fca boartjen kernt jamk bargebiten, 
tut speien ontstoat dikwijb ruzit. K A L A , Lex. 413 
|a. 1869). 

ntargebbas, a. de 1900—. Varkcmblaat. | 
Bargebl.es. Fr. W. [1900] s.t. Ыаа. Bargeblaze. 
Ibid i » borrebongefl^ Bargeblaze. Opg.: R. K E I -
DINOA, Ш Vrtlerp (1971); Ч Ш е п , s. plur.O, 
1935-.. Ridderatinns, Rumex сЫші/Ыіш L. -» 

psdihbUd I Bargebftddea FRANKE A M L P L O B O , 
ріаяіегшттеп (Luinjeberd) 20 [1933]. 

tanjebloed, a. it, 1837-.. 
Varkensbloed. | les aneneel _ , der allerlei ark 
bürgen wirdt, аш mituccbloed to forjitten at 
geoiocd. JJtHAL», еЫш 32 |1837). (Iron.:) 

Hwat is better, edelik blud oaf bargeblud _ 
Hwcrom? Omdal men fen bargeblud bargemar-
gen meiue kin. Id. B. 122 [a. 1869]. (Volksgeloof:) ІУіаІеіішяаея Шя м beturje track It woÄjen yn 
•ккпя bargebloed J r . H i . nr. ISO, 3 [1879]. Sjotrd 
haigrblocd, keif sencruend half tdumpmd getegd 
legen een Jmten die Sjoerd heeL [1963). 

- Prov. I Bargebloed it better az adeUk bleed; 
want ut bargebloed mattet us mem bargemarge. 
H A L * , La. 151 |a. 1869]. - Bargebloed is better 
as adetik blood, t a de jonge, hwcnl fan barge
bloed mattet ut mem bargcmirgc w D Y K S T H A , talksl 11286 (1896]. 

•bargebtom, a. de « . 1836-.. 
1. rode klavcr, Trifolium praunst L. - » klar. 

I Bargc-blom. HALB, Lex IS1 (a. 1869]. Fr.W. 
(19001.1 MTKE, Hi XU I 1S8 11935]. FRANUc. 
•J PLOEC, planunammen 63 (1955). 

2. witte klavcr, Trifolium repéra L. — kitner. g 
Bargeblom, V » M « Ktmdum'. Fr.W. |1900L 
Bargeblom, noch op in hid toad platten. F R A N -
R E * « Д ruxa.plawenammen 63J1955). 

3. luzerae. Medicago satina L. *. — haeme. g 
Bargeblum. Шашнѵ Umr' . Frtech-al. (bij 

lJuna)nr. 2 ,2 |I864L 
4. gele Iis, varkensblocm. /nr pteudacona L. ~* 

ЬагскіеЫот | Barge-blommen, Yvonkeiu^oe* 
m ) ! J J I . H A L * , OMriju-Abn. 256 (I836L F R A N . 
K £ * ѵд P L O E O , plaraenommen 131 (1955). 

5. ratelaar, RJnarukm L. — rinketbei \ Barge
blom, 'ook de rhinarahui major en R. minor, groote 
en kleine ratelaar: Fr.W. [1900]. Bargeblom. 
FRANKE a v i PLOEO, plaraenommen 94 (1955]. 

6. madeliefje, «ѴДІг ptrermis L. — kovebhmke. 
g Bargeblom (Achtum), ibid 107. 

tttrgeboame, v , 1900-.. Varkent drenkca. | 
Fr.W. [1900]. - Dc greatfeint i t . . nei bus pen to 
... bargeboaiscti. H», W A R N E R S , £ < я £ 346 
11920]; '-boantels, s. plur, 1900-.. I) varkcat-
borsiels. J] Bargcboarttels, 'rughcrer. van net tar. 
ken. hoofdiakebjk gebndkt tear boenderwerk; oak 
door tchoenmokers am den draad door le steken'. 
Fr.W. [1900]. - t Hier tuet dy jonge op 'e kop as 
bargeboanteb. ibid 2) weerbarttig baar bij mss-
sen. I S Y T S T R A a H O F , гргаакк. 254 |192S). Krol 
bier hat er net, carder bargeboarttcb. (1963]; 
'-boarttjc v . P . 190O-». Varkealje tpekn. - • 
baarchboaruje. | Fr.W. (1900]; '-bod, a. dc. 
1900—. Vuae, cogereddcrde bod. | Hwet ha dy 
b e n hjir in bargeboel matte, ibid; '-bocr, a. de, 
1945-«. Bosr die vest varkeas boudt. g Bargrboc-
resl Lit jim tagen det te inch de beste Hamb.-
bear. Fr. en F. [28-9-1945]. Sa*n man wurdt ek wol 
in baigeboer seamd, at ya dy kontra oan net ta 
foUe bargen bilden wurde. R T S I E P K E M A , Pomp. 
20 (1952]; '-boct, t. de, a. 1869-1900. Lcvcrbot-
zickte, tchapeaziekte waarbij gebrek aan cctbitt 
optreedL I Fr.W. (1900). - I I soep hat di barge-
boct H A U , Lex. 151 (a. 1869); '-ooeten, t. p h i , 
a. 1869-1900. Zekcroud gerecht. | Barge-boetea. 
ibid. Bargeboetcn, t V n der 13 gereckten tan 'De 
friesche peueDe". Fr.W. (1900]; '-bonge, s. ds, 
l802->. Varketublaat. 1 WAtSENtv, bijdr. I 20 
(1802). Bargebonge. HALax, Lex. 454 |a. 1869). 
Bargebonge(l), Vragcr gebaigd taor tabakuak-
ken. Worm nog gebnaki am inmaakpotun af u 
skaten; taor een rommebot eu . ' Fr.W. (1900); 
'-broeie, v„ 1963—. Bij act tlachtea de varkeas-
Ьакп net kokend water bxweken. | Doe'l dc 
baerefa deablet wie mochten de create bero bar-
gcbroäje. (1963); '-doarke, s. diat, 1952-.. Lage, 
van Dovcn meett ronde opening in een varkent-
hok, waardoor de varkent oit- en iagaaa. | (Japik 
Ingberts) hie № yn 'c eftennuorre in bargëdoarkc 

der*! er u utglOpic at de ektteun bim efter sie
len. «J.vA M O L E N , им 110 (1952); '-cVwg, s. de, 
1900-.. VarkctumesL | Fr.W. [1900] barge-
drank; 'чЬаак, t. de, 1900-.. Varkentdraf, spoe-
ling ofwei als drank voor varkent. g ibid; '-aria-
ken, s. it, 1900-.. Varkentdraf. | ibid; '^rfajwc, 
v , 1900—. Drijven van varkent bij vcrvocr. | 
Ibid; 'чітіітсг, s. de, 1834—. Varkensdriiver. j 
ibid. - Hie dy btrgedrjouwer ain honncn by tya 
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Appendix B : page 51 of CFD 

barbier  

barbier, s. de IbarbUrJ -s; -ke. Barbier, 
kapper. 
barbierje, v. barbiere; haw barbiere. Bar
hieren. 1. bet barbiersvak uitoefenen. 2 . 
(eich laten) scheren. 
barblerawinkei, a de. Barbierswinkel, 
kappercxaek. 
barbysjes, «. pl. |barbisjes|. Ook bartbysje*. 
ВагЬіеыеа Net de barbysjet gean, ten onder 

Йап. Иіп nei de barbytjea. loop near de 
okerheide. 

I baren, a de |barx| bargen; barchje. — I 
boarth: 
II barch, a de. — / / boarth. 
barchjeblom, a de. Ook bargeblom (2\ 
bargesnyi. earrebaneblom. eambarresnyX 
fîoadermùtu (2). Gele lis. Iris pseudacorus L. 
bare , v. |ba:r»| baarde; haw beard. (Boter) 
kneden. 
barebyejes, a. pi. - barbmet. 
barebyt, a de. Schünbsre beet bij bet vissen 
door de golf slag. 
ba'ret, a de |bent| -ten; -sje. BareL 
•bargebear, a de |bargaj-. Mannelijk vir-
ken, beer, '-bek, a de. Afwjjkende gebits-
vorm Ьц paard, rund of achaap (te korte 
onderkaak); '-bekban, a de. Muilband voor 
varken; '-biege, a de. Gecastreerde manne-
bjke bip. '-blten, a i t Katjesspel, spel dat op 
raiie uitloopt It wurdt bargebiten. er komt 
ruiie; -Ыааа, a de. Varkenablaas; -blom, a 
de. 1. Rode klaver, Trifolium pretense L . — 
(made) klaver. 2 . gele lit, Iris pseudacorus L. 
— barthjtbbm. 8 . ratebiar, Rinanthus L . — 
rinkelbet; -boarste ls , a pL varkensborstels; 
stug bear; '-boel, a de. Vuile, ongeredderde 
boel; '-boer, s. de. Varkenahouder, -bonge , 
a de. Varkenablaas; '-drank, a de. Varkens-
draf; '-dun, a i t Varkenshaar, '-dùtsk, s. i t 
Koeterwaats; '-each, a i t Varkensoog. Nei in 
barge-each, near menseujke berekening; 
'-fange, v. haw bargefongen. Varkens van-
gen. Op bargefangen rinne, o-benen hebben; 
-fanger, s. de. Persoon met o-benen; de o-
benen self (in pl.); '-fearren, s. pi. Bargefear-
ren fleane net, (iron.) er komt niets van 
terecht; '-Cel. a i t 1. Varkenshuid. 2 . soon 
werkmanskieL /I bargefei oan hawwe. siecht 
gehumeurd xijn; '-feralân, a i t 1. Verstand 
els ven een varken, klein verstand. 2 . kermis 
van varkens. 

'bargegers, a i t 1. Ook barehjet, hyntlegen, 
II ixertlerk, JUtergert (2), kjil, poepertijegm. 
Varkensgras, Polygonum aviculare L. 2 . bor-
etelgras, N ardus stricte L . — harregen. 3 . apelrus, Juncus bufonius L . — iparje-

4. hanepoot, Echinochloa crus-galli L . 
— groubealeh (I). 
oargeguod, s. i t 1. Varkeruvleea 2. gesa-
menlijke varkens; -ba lder , a de. Varkens-

bargesnyi 

bouder; -b ier , s. it. 1. Varkenshaar. 2 . rood 
twenkgres, Festuce rubra L. : -bok, a it. 1. 
Varkenskot 2 . vuile ordelote woning; schim-
pende naam voor schoolgebouw. San huten 
en bargehok. inn. aanduiding van een klein 
dorpie; -bud, a de. Varkenshuid; '-kera, s. 
de. varkenikers. Coronopus Zinn. Fine barge-
ken, tweeknopvarkenskers, Coronopus di-
dymut Sm.; -koartguod, a i t Bij bet siech
ten overgebleven stukjes varkensvlees; '-kop, 
s. de. 1. Varkenskop. 2 . spek of vlees van een 
varkenskop (als gerecht). 3 . afwjjkend* ge-
biuvorm bij paard. rund of achaap (te korte 
onderkaak). 4 . spits toelopend stuk bind 
met vorm van varkenskop; '-tatyn, a i t 
Koeterwaals; - l ear , s. i t Varkensleer, 
- l earen , adj. Van varkensleer, varkensleren; 
-libben, a i t Leven (els) van een varken, lui 
en onbetorgd leven; -loop, a de. Varkene-
кюр, doorloop van varkenshok near weiland; 
' -marge, a de. Varkensbloedworst; '-mes
ter , a de. - a Varkenamester, -moal , a i t 
Varkensmeel; I - m o t , a de |barj»root| -ten; 
-sje. Marmot 1. seker knaagdier. Marmots 
marmots. 2 . Guinees biggetje, Cevia cobays; 
II -"mot, a de. -ten; -sje. Bergemot, aoort 
peer. 
barge'mottebeam, a de. Bergamotboom; 
- p a r , a de Bergamotpeer. 
bargenekke , a de. Varkenanek; nek als van 
een varken; '-print, a de. 1. Afdruk van een 
varkenspoot 2 . uitwendig teeldeel van een 
zeug, ' -mai , a de. 1. Rseigras. Lolium L . — 
raaigen. 2 . Engels raaigras, Lolium p*renne 
L. — finneroai; ' - r i ch , a de. 1. Rug van een 
varken. 2 . hoge rug int. van een kat Sjoch dy 
kat dir rit mdich ttean met in bargerech, 3 . 
schuine afdekking van bovenkant van muur 
of keerdam, eselsrug; -ribssUk, a i t Rib-
stuk van een varken; -rid(de), a de. Ver
be nsloop, doorloop van varkenshok near wei
land; -r teae l (accent wisselt), a de. Varkens-
reuxeL 
barge'ri], a de. Erg gemora, vuil werk, 
barger ing , s. de. King in anuit van varken; 
-ringje, v. Ook bargenmgje. bargeringe; haw 
bargeringe. Varkens van anuitringen voor-
tien; -rongje , v. bargeronge; haw bargeronge. 
— bargeringje; '-eykle, a de. Varkensziekte, 
ins. v&ktyfus; '-«in, s. i t Siecht humeur, 
'-abraabje, v. haw bargeskrabe. Afschrapen 
van de huidharen bij een geslacht varken; 
'-slachter, a. de. Varkensslachter, '-slacb-
Uje, v. bargeslachte; hew bargeslachte. Var
kens siechten. It trouuvn, it pleilsjen is barge-
tlachlsjen, de uitslag is onseker. Two tsjin ten 
it bargeslachtsjen. twee tegen ten is beuls-
werk (bij vechten); '-emoar, s. it. Varkensvet; 
'-snije, v. haw bargesnien, -snijd. Varkens 
castre ren; '-any!, a de. Gele lis. Iris pseuds-
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